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About The Race
The PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE is an annual expedition race that takes place in
one of the most remote wilderness regions of the planet: Chilean Patagonia. Imitating
what native Indian forefathers have done for thousands of years, the international
competitors, organized in small groups, advance over plains, mountains, glaciers, native
forests, swampland, rivers, lakes and channels, driven solely by physical stamina and their
mission to preserve the wild, as there is no monetary prize offered to the winning team.
Known as ‘the adventure at the end of the world’ and now widely recognized as ‘the last
wild race,’ it involves four-person co-ed teams from around the globe and combines
trekking, mountain biking, orienteering, and kayaking. The team race strategies, including
decisions on sleep, food, equipment, and route, are critical to their success and survival.
This year’s event consists of competitors from 19 different countries including Canada,
USA, Japan, New Zealand, South Africa, Great Britain, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Finland, Ireland, Croatia, Kazakhstan, Russia, France, Colombia, Brazil, Australia, Spain
and Chile.
Each race year takes a different route through the most rugged and climatically diverse
terrain known to expedition racing. Past events have incorporated the spectacular
landscapes of Chilean Patagonia: the Southern Continental Ice Field, the Torres del Paine
National Park, the Strait of Magellan, Tierra del Fuego, the Darwin Range, and the Beagle
Channel. This year the race will be take place through various regions of Tierra del Fuego.
The race is organized by NIGSA (Nómadas International Group SA) who determines the
location and route of the PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE. It requires several
explorations for NIGSA to survey, identify and plan the race. Due to the isolated and
untouched nature of Chilean Patagonia, the team at NIGSA is consistently naming new
valleys and other landmarks.

About The Race, cont’d
NIGSA (Nómadas International Group SA)
Stjepan Pavicic founded the PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE to raise awareness,
both within Chile and internationally, about the need to protect the virgin territories of
Southern Patagonia from human induced degradation. NIGSA aims to educate people on
how to become environmentally conscious outdoor enthusiasts. NIGSA also provides ecotourism programs which explore Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego while mitigating future
damage to the environment. Furthermore, NIGSA utilizes years of experience in VIP
tourism, making NIGSA the leading Destination Management Company in Patagonia.
Branching out in 2008, a separate company called Nómadas Outdoor School was created.
The former ISO 9001:2008 certified school aims to further open the doors to the natural
world by offering educational courses on sustainable exploration and adventure.
Olympic Involvement
In October 2007, the PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE was granted an official
partnership with the Olympic Committee of Chile (Comité Olímpico de Chile, COCH),
making it the only expedition race worldwide that has been selected as an official partner
by an Olympic committee. Although the race does not correspond to an Olympic
discipline, the COCH sees the values of the event to be consistent with the core principles
of the Olympic spirit. This partnership allows the race full usage rights of Olympic Marks
in association with its event and organization.

Partners
Our partners play a vital role in supporting the race and helping it to raise awareness of the
fragile environment found in Chilean Patagonia. That passion for sustainability is carefully
considered in the selection of appropriate partners, with all those involved in the race
displaying an equally strong environmental conscience.
WENGER | Platinum Sponsor | Maker of the Genuine Swiss Army Knife
www.wenger.ch
www.wengerna.com
Wenger, founded in 1893, is best known as the maker of the genuine Swiss Army knife
and produces approximately 250 styles of the famous pocket-knives. In 1997, Wenger
Watch SA was founded and, since then, Wenger Swiss watches have developed a
reputation for reliability, multi-functionality and performance. Within the last years,
Wenger has gone on to establish relationships with a small number of industry leaders who
manufacture Wenger-branded products that embody the characteristics of the world
famous Swiss Army knife in the footwear, tent, backpack, sleeping bag, computer mobility
and travel gear categories.
Esri | Official GIS and Mapping Provider | GIS Software Leader | Mapping Software
www.esri.com
Esri is a leading developer of geographic information systems (GIS) that function as an
integral component in many different types of organizations, enabling them to create
responsible and sustainable solutions to problems at local and global scales. Esri believes
that geography is at the heart of a more resilient and sustainable future. Esri connects
governments, industry leaders, academics and NGOs with the analytical knowledge they
need to make these critical decisions that shape the planet.

Partners, cont’d
STIHL| Official Conservation Partner
www.stihl.com
The name STIHL stands for revolutionary technology and innovative ideas ever since the
firm was founded. Stihl’s 85 year history has given it a reputation for state-of-the-art
engineering. The STIHL brand is known around the world for highest quality and service.
In more than 160 countries their products are helping people at work - and that has made
STIHL the world's leading chain saw brand.
Cruceros Australis | Logistical Supporter
www.australis.com
Cruceros Australis is a company specialized in selling and promoting tickets for
expedition cruises in the regions of Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego. Cruceros Australis
is committed to providing an unforgettable experience for its passengers based on their
relationship with the extraordinary natural surroundings and their warm service onboard.
Cruceros Australis carries out its operations in such a manner as to minimize any actions
that may harm the environment.
Broom | Logistical Supporter
www.broomgroup.com
Broom was founded in 1920 and provides Maritime Agency Services for many different
clients of the Shipping Industry.
As a fully independent General Agent, Broom has reached an excellent market
reputation and prestinge. It has been able to deliver the highest standard of satisfaction,
working with new techology, based on a selected group of professionals fully involved in
transport solutions, providing out scale performances to clients.

Conservation
For centuries, the extreme isolation of the southern-most region of Patagonia has allowed
its flora and fauna to flourish into a one of a kind ecosystem found nowhere else in the
world. However, in recent decades this isolation has turned against it and has permitted the
devastation of extensive areas of these southern forests without anyone being able to react
in time.
The PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE aims to raise awareness of the need to preserve
the fragile terrain of Chilean Patagonia. The focus is on educating the global community
about the environmental issues facing these isolated and virgin territories, developing
sustainable tourism and working to avoid the exploitation of native species and natural
resources by non-sustainable industrial activities.
One of the problems that the Patagonian region faces is the decline of its native Huemul
population. Huemul is part of the deer species native to Southern Chile and Argentina and
is also the national animal of Chile, appearing in Chile’s coat of arms. In 2010, the
PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE and Universidad Austral de Chile joined forces to
recognize and fight the decline of the Huemul population in Chilean Patagonia. The goal
is to raise $20,000 to survey the Huemul population in Península Muñoz Gamero and
Península Brunswick in order to raise awareness and implement a viable plan of
conservation.
In addition, important sections of the race pass through the Karukinka natural park on
Tierra del Fuego, a 300,000ha conservation area owned and operated by the Wildlife
Conservation Society (WCS). This is the largest terrain of its kind, and holds one the very
last protected sub-Antarctic forest reserves on earth.

The PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE follows the principles developed by the Leave
No Trace Centre for Outdoor Ethics (www.lnt.org), an educational non-profit organization
dedicated to the responsible enjoyment and active stewardship of the outdoors. The race
aims to have minimal negative ecological impact on the terrain, thus only 20 teams are
allowed each year.
NIGSA staff is monitoring environmentally correct behavior of all teams, attending press
and the organization itself. Materials are available for all journalists covering the event.

Teams
1. Adidas Terrex/Prunesco (New Zealand, Great Britain, Spain)
Sarah Fairmaid, Nick Gracie, Stuart Lynch, Albert Rocca
Current three time champions, the hat-trick team from Brittan returns under a new flag and
a new captain. But don’t let this fool you; the now New Zealand team contains a
powerhouse of adventure race competitors, including the 2011 Adventure Race World
Champion.
2. Gear Junkie / YogaSlackers (USA)
Jason Magness, Chelsey Gribbon, Paul Cassedy, Daniel Staudigel
The Slackers return, with their muscles stretched, and ready for action. The team walked
the line last year, floating on their sleeping pads down a river to gain back valuable time
and finish in second place. This year, they return for the 3rd time for victory.
3. East Wind (Japan)
Masato Tanaka, Yoki Tanaka, Fumihiro Kurata, Kaori Waki
The team from the East is back again for their third run at the PATAGONIAN
EXPEDITION RACE. Last year, of the six teams that finished, they ranked number five.
They return, to follow their fearless leader Masato once again, this time for the win.
4. Red Fox-Goretex (Russia)
Pavel Demeshchik, Maxim Vafin, Alexander Eduardov, Maria Plyashechko
Led by the former Russian mountaineering champion Pavel Demeshchik, this team from
Russia may be new to Patagonia, but they are not new to adventure. With strong
mountaineers, a record holder in cross country skiing, and a dog skijoring champion, they
are no amateurs when it comes to competing in cold.

Teams, cont’d
5. Ad Natura (Croatia)
Elvir Sulic, Darija Bostjancic, Dario Rocco, Stiven Vunic
The fourth place finishers of 2011 are back as strong as ever. When members of your
team have climbed Everest, and won national kick-boxing championships, you are a force
to be reckoned with. They had their warm-up round last year; this year, they will be ready
for Patagonia.
6. Selva Kailash (Brazil)
Carlos Fonseca, Marcelo Sinoca, Joao Belini, Mariza Araujo
Half of the Brazilian team from last year has returned with two new strong competitors,
ready for Patagonia. All having a strong track record in adventure racing, this team is well
trained, and ready to be the first Brazilian team ever to finish the PATAGONIAN
EXPEDITION RACE.
7. Vaucluse Adventure – Lafuma (France)
Vincent Bouchut, Thierry Cunibil, Josiane Seguier, Jerome Berruer
The third place finishers of the 2011 PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE have returned
with their full team to climb the podium higher. A team of some of the strongest French
competitors, they will be a team to fear, as they are now prepared and ready to face
Patagonia again.
8. Alcatel-Adidas (Chile, Colombia)
Mario Pizani, Pedro Mayorga, Sergio Valencia, Alexandre Ferero Torres
Having three members who raced in 2010, Alcatel is well-prepared for their home turf of
southern Chile. They have picked up a new female team member from Colombia who
adds the perfect touch to an already strong team. Their aim is to be the first mainly
Chilean team to qualify as a finisher.

Teams, cont’d
9. CUVA (Denmark)
Niels Torp, Tobias Bering, Thea Storm Henriksen, Kim Greisen
Previously RoadRunners Adventure, the team from Denmark returns with some strong
new blood. One a Decca-Ironman Champion, the other crossed the Greenlandic ice sheet
on Cross-country skis. Long story short, they don’t mess around when it comes to
perseverance.
10. Four Continents (Kazakhstan, USA, Japan)
Tazman Lawrie, Ian Hoag, Sam Salwei, Yoshiko Sunada
The team from around the globe returns with their notoriously wild leader Taz Lawrie. As
wild as he may appear, he knows what he’s doing when it comes to adventure racing, and
his new team recruits are no amateurs. Sam Salwei for example knows his way around
Patagonia, as he was part of the YogaSlacker Press team in 2011.
11. KAURI (Czech Republic, South Africa, New Zealand, New Zealand)
Petr Sykora, Wayne Hanckock, Greig Hamilton, Emma McCosh
A new team from the Czech Republic comes prepared with a crew of seasoned
mountaineers, Ironmen/Iron maiden, and a National Rogaine Champion. Their
orienteering skills and endurance will be their strengths.
12. Dancing Pandas (Canada, New Zealand, USA)
Masha Glanville, Mark Lattanzi, JD Eskelson, Noel Duffy
The team full of “Big Hugs” returns with smiles on their faces for a second go at the
PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE. They are back to compete with the other teams, but
also to conquer the environment that stopped them short of finishing last year. Masha will
make sure not to lose her medication again, and Mark will try not to get epically lost like
in 2009. Their spirits are soaring, and they may just grab a podium spot as well.

Teams, cont’d
13. Go Crazy (Brazil)
Fernando Nazario, Carla Almeida, Felipe Augusto Fuentes, Leonardo Guerra
Ribeiro
Led by a former member of team Xingu from 2011, the team from Brazil is prepared to do
exactly as their name suggests: GO CRAZY! Fernando returns with a team of
experienced adventure racers, ready to face the Patagonian wilderness one more time.
14. Pata-Gonna-Get-Yah! (Great Britain, New Zealand, Ireland )
Chris Jones, Richard Bramley, David Powlesland, Clare Dallimore
This new team from the UK is equally comfortable in the dark as they are in the sun!
Three are expert cavers, and have explored some of the deepest and longest caves in the
world. The last member has been nominated for a local sports woman of the year award,
and has over 16 1st place finishes in races around the world. With an average age of 24,
they are also the youngest team, making them an interesting addition to this year’s
competition.
16. Ulkoilun Maailma (Finland, Finland, Czech Republic, USA)
Toumas Sovijarni , Mikko Kolehmainen, Tommi Laitervo, Christi Masi
This team is led by Tuomas Sovijärvi, a competitor from 2010, and joined by a previous
member of team Four Continents from 2011. They are well aware of the extreme climate
Patagonia provides for competitors, and should have no problem conquering it this time.
17. Quasar Lontra Master Tapuia (Brazil)
Victor Texeira, Pietro Soares, Patrick Cruz, Marcia Blanes
Victor Teixeira leads this team, a veteran adventure racer, who is returning for the 4th time
and determined to finish. With Pietra Soares from the 2008 edition of the race on board,
this team from Brazil is well-prepared to face a new route of the PATAGONIAN
EXPEDITION RACE.

Teams, cont’d
18. Cyanosis (South Africa)
Nicholas Mulder, Jane Swarbreck, Clinton MacKintosh, Ryno Griesel
Hailing from South Africa, this is a team to watch in this year’s race. The team members
have competed in many adventure races and were the world champions in 2009. They are
a great new team to add to the mix of competition for this year’s race.
19. Discovery & Research (USA)
Julie Ardoin, Joe Deutsh, Ron Eaglin, Dustin Branton
A new team with perhaps the widest range in ability of all of the teams, the members of
D&R range from marathon runners to Hash-run participants! Nevertheless, they know the
meaning of perseverance and will push themselves accordingly.
20. NorCal Adventure Racing (USA)
Tim Kuenster, Susan Bower, Wendy Welling, Thomas Bastis
Tim Kuenster, the captain of 2011 Perdido en el Turbal returns with a new crew from the
United States in hopes of moving up to a podium spot after his last year’s 6th place finish.
A team with extensive expedition experience, they will no doubt be a great team for the
PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE.

Event Details
Location of the Race
The 2012 PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE will cover over 600km in distance,
progressing through the world-renowned and remote Tierra del Fuego. The 2012 course
will take the competitors across the Strait of Magellan, Karukinka, the Darwin Range and
finish in a fjord in the Beagle Channel. As is customary, the exact details will not be
revealed until 24 hours before the race.
Each team’s finishing time will be recorded as the last team member crosses the finish
line, plus any extra time penalties or bonuses, which (except in special circumstances) will
be added after completion of the race.
Occasionally, teams will enter ‘Dark Zones’ where they cannot advance during the night.
In this case, they will keep the same time they had upon entering the zone. The organizers
can extend a ‘Dark Zone’ to include daylight hours, if climatic conditions require it.
Disciplines
Competitors will face a challenging 600km expedition in which they will be taking on all
types of terrain and overcoming all natural obstacles in their path. The final cut-off time
for teams to reach the finish is 10 days after the start, after which they will not be
classified amongst the finishing teams. They will be required to participate in the
following disciplines:
• Navigation/Orienteering
• Trekking
• Mountain Biking
• Sea Kayaking
• Rope activity

Event Details, cont’d
Equipment used during the PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE comprises a mix of
items owned by competitors and provided by the event organizers NIGSA. All equipment
(with the exception of mandatory equipment and provisions) is transported by NIGSA
between checkpoints and is subject to spot checks by staff at any stage of the race. Non
compliance can cause penalization.
Full-time Personal Equipment: This includes headlamp and bulbs, fixed or locking blade
knife, whistle, hiking poles, base layer clothing, gloves, hat, sleeping bag, breathable and
waterproof jacket, polar/fleece jacket and first aid kit. All these items must be carried and
transported by each member of the team at all times.
Full-time Group Equipment: This includes a 4-person tent, one harness, two locking
carabiners, one 120cm sling, two compasses calibrated for the South hemisphere Zone 4
(The RECTA DP 6 Global System is recommended), a race map and guidebook provided
by NIGSA, two flares, survival mirrors, a group medicine kit and water-resistant trash
bags. These items can be distributed amongst the team members or can be carried by only
one of them. A satellite telephone and GPS in a sealed bag is included for emergencies
only.
Kayak: Necky Amaruk Kayaks are provided by NIGSA to every participating team during
the race. Competitors now require a kayaking dry suit, a change from the previous years
for safety reasons, paddling jacket, lifejacket, safety whistle, nautical knife with a fixed
blade, spray skirt, dry bag, and three glow sticks (waterproof torches). Paddle float and sea
kayak tow-rope systems are required for emergencies.
Mountain Bike: Competitors bring their own mountain bikes, front and rear lights and
helmets. Team must carry a tire inflation device, mountain bike tool kit, repair kit,
odometers and spare inner tubes.

Event Heritage
History
The PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE is the brainchild of mountaineer and geologist
Stjepan Pavicic. He first had the idea of creating a race through Chilean Patagonia in
1984, and 16 years later began to develop what would come to be known as The Last Wild
Race. The first edition took place in February 2004, and to this day, Stjepan continues as
the event’s Race Director.

Event Heritage, cont’d
Past Winners
2011

ADIDAS TERREX –
PRUNSECO (UK)

Bruce Duncan (UK), Mark Humphrey (UK), Nick
Gracie (UK), Fiona Spotswood (UK)

2010

HELLY HANSENPRUNESCO (UK)

Nicola MacLeod (UK), Andrew Wilson (UK), Mark
Humphrey (UK), Bruce Duncan (UK)

2009

HELLY HANSENPRUNESCO (UK)

Nicola MacLeod (UK), Andrew Wilson (UK), Mark
Humphrey (UK), Bruce Duncan (UK)

2008

AUTENTIC NUTRITION
(Fr)

Bruno Rey (Fr), Teresa Ellen Dewitt (USA), Cyril
Margaritas (Fr), Philippe Danneau (Fr)

2007

TSL – LA CLUSAZ (Fr)

Frédéric Freddow (Fr), Cathy Ardito (Fr), Laurent
Ardito (Fr), Jerome Bernard (Fr)

2006
Winter

TURISMO RUNNERROCKFORD (Chile)

Juan Carlos Valdes (Chile), Manuel Mena (Chile)

2006

BUFF ESPAÑA
(Sp/Ge)

Chemari Bustillo (Sp), Javier Rodríguez (Sp), Juanjo
Alonso (Sp), Ann Christine Meidinger (G)

2005

LA CLUSAZ RAID
AVENTURE (Fr)

Frédéric Freddow (Fr), Cathy Ardito (Fr), Laurent
Ardito (Fr), Jerome Bernard (Fr)

2004

XINIX WATER
PURIFICATION
(NZ/USA)

Robyn Benincasa (USA), Christopher Morrissey
(NZ), Neil Jones (NZ), Jeff Mitchell (NZ)

France (Fr), Spain (Sp), Germany (G), New Zealand (NZ)

Race Organization
The PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE is organized by NIGSA (Nómadas
International Group SA), the leading destination management company in Patagonia.
NIGSA manages the difficult task of providing logistical support in order to reveal a race
and a terrain which is otherwise inaccessible. For every one story or photograph taken,
likely another ten are missed. Organizing an international expedition race at the end of the
world is a herculean task that only a few could attempt, and fewer still succeed. The
members at NIGSA are experienced in the fields of earth sciences, finance, international
marketing and project management, and have over two decades of scientific and sporting
expedition experience to Asia, North America, South America, Oceania, and even the
Arctic and Antarctica. This collective experience enables NIGSA to overcome the many
technical, logistical and unpredictable challenges of working in a remote, wild, and at
times hostile landscape of Chilean Patagonia.
Based on their unique knowledge of the unfrequented parts of Chilean Patagonia and their
established support network, NIGSA offers additional services related to its exceptional
Patagonia location, including consultancy, logistical support management, and exclusive
trips for corporate and VIP tourists—all tailor-made ventures following the “NIGSA
Outdoor Ethics.” These services have been praised by clients such as the Wildlife
Conservation Society, National Geographic Television, Chilean Ministry of Agriculture
and Tourism Authorities, as well as Henry Paulson (Former United States Treasury
Secretary and member of the International Monetary Fund).

Race Organization, cont’d
Key NIGSA Member Information
Stjepan Pavicic (Race Founder and Director): A geologist and mountaineer with more
than 20 years of experience in voyages, ascents, and both scientific and sporting
expeditions throughout Chile, and especially in southern Patagonia, Stjepan, creator of the
race, is a well-known and highly esteemed visionary of Chilean Patagonia.
Ann Christine Meidinger (Director of Global Marketing, Sponsorship and
International Media): A junior world rowing champion and winner of the 2006
PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE, Ann holds international business degrees from the
European School of Business Reutlingen (Germany) and Dublin City University (Ireland)
and has an extensive professional background in Marketing, Investment-Banking, and
International Project Management.

Press Coverage
The 2011 edition PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE enjoyed over 1500 hours of
television coverage globally, as well as features and appearances in over 1000
publications. The documentary film, The Last Wild Race, was presented in seven
international film festivals, winning five prestigious awards:
1. Killanary Adventure Film Festival: Winner of Adventure Sport Category
2. Breckenridge Festival of Film: Official Selection
3. New Zealand Mountain Film Festival: Finalist
4. Colorado Film Festival: Best Environmental Film
5. Yosemite Film Festival: Best Environmental Film
6. Danish Adventure Film Festival: Finalist
7. Vanka Regule Film Festival: Best Movie
Through the PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE international TV distribution strategy
and established relationships with leading international networks, the 2012 objective is to
achieve well over 2,000 hours of television coverage throughout the world. In print and
online, the PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION RACE is commonly featured in high-end
lifestyle, travel, outdoor sports, environmental business and trade fair publications, as well
as renowned newspapers in more than 50 countries.
In addition to feature articles and general coverage, the PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION
RACE was named one of National Geographic's Ten Great Races in Amazing Places for
2012. It was also named on their elite list of things you must do at least once in your life
(The National Geographic Bucket List 2011).

National Geographic
10 Great Races in Amazing Places
January 2012

USA Today
February 2011

BBC News
January 2011

The Telegraph
January 2011

Outdoor (Germany)

Sleepmonsters

February 2011

February 2011

Triathalon (New Zealand)

Tarzan (Japan)

Outside Television

April 2011

August 2011

February 2011

Contact Details
For race enquiries or information on NIGSA contact:
Ann Christine Meidinger
Global Marketing Director
Tel: +56 61 613 891
Cell: +56 9 8839 3031
Email: ann@patagonianexpeditionrace.com
Lia Mitchell,
Press, PR, Marketing
Tel: +56 61 613 890
Email: pr1@patagonianexpeditionrace.com
Mirjam Criée
Press, PR, Marketing
Tel: +56 61 613 890
Email: pr2@patagonianexpeditionrace.com
Spanish speaking inquiries:
Maximiliano Coscamo
Spanish Press
Tel: +56 61 613 891
Email: news@patagonianexpeditionrace.com

